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In the Service of the State: Nikolai Dolgorukov and the Art of Persuasion

By Alla Rosenfeld, Ph.D.

The Merrill C. Berman Collection includes close to thirty preliminary studies, maquettes, and posters by the important yet understudied Soviet graphic artist Nikolai Dolgorukov (1902–1980). Although the literature on Soviet propaganda posters is enormous, it remains narrowly focused on a small group of designers, particularly Gustav Klutsis, El Lissitzky, Aleksandr Rodchenko, and the Stenberg brothers. Dolgorukov has garnered little attention despite the definitive role he played in his own national context, and as yet there is no dedicated study on his work in English. The situation is little better in the Russian-language literature. Although a 1973 Russian catalogue of Dolgorukov’s work noted that “millions of Soviet viewers know the poster art of Dolgorukov very well, millions of Soviet readers are familiar with the high mastery of Dolgorukov in the field of caricature,” there is still no substantial Russian study of this important graphic artist’s work.

The present publication is mostly based on archival research in Moscow and on articles dedicated to poster design and published in Soviet periodicals of the 1920s–1930s, as well as on Dolgorukov’s own memoirs, Stranitsy zhizni (Life Chapters), published in Russian. Taking a close look at the historical context in which Dolgorukov began his artistic practice, this essay investigates the personal and professional formation that brought this artist to poster design. The essay showcases Dolgorukov’s evolving concerns—both artistic and political—from the avant-garde aesthetics of Constructivism (Fig. 1) to the dogmatic method of Socialist Realism (Fig. 2). It also focuses on how Dolgorukov’s posters demonstrate the evolving attitudes of both the Soviet art establishment and the Soviet government toward poster design during the period from the late 1920s to the late 1930s. Like other Soviet artists of the period, Dolgorukov’s posters depicted a glorified vision of Soviet society: the bright communist future, its leaders, and the new Socialist citizenry (Fig. 3). But it is Dolgorukov’s inventive compositional techniques, bold juxtapositions of images, masterful use of color, and powerful imagery that make this work stand out from other posters of the period. His propaganda posters documenting industrialization in Soviet Russia show the ideological power of photomontage and Soviet design at its best (Fig. 4).

Dolgorukov grew up in Yekaterinburg, a city situated on the border between Europe and Asia and considered the “gateway to Siberia.” Although the city was a large and important cultural center, Dolgorukov’s father’s position as a forestry scientist overseeing a large district introduced him to the danger and drama of the surrounding areas. He later recalled how in his childhood he often accompanied his father during his inspections of forested tracts: “I still remember the rapture that gripped me when I, wrapped up...
to my eyes in a bearskin coat, raced through the snowy wind on forest roads to the ringing of bells. Often on a dark night we were escorted from the forest edge by howling, hungry packs of wolves, visible from the greenish reflection of their eyes.4

Nature and music filled the artist’s childhood memories. Both his parents sang very well, and his mother took part in various performances, while his older sister was a talented pianist. Parties at his parents’ home were always filled with music and singing. No wonder that in his childhood and youth, Dolgorukov dreamed of a career as an opera singer and initially gave little thought to becoming a visual artist.5 His first childhood drawings were inspired by fairy tales describing battles between legendary Russian heroes and dragons.6 Yet when Dolgorukov studied at the Reakn’oe uchial’che (secondary school) from 1912 to 1919, history was his favorite subject, and he began making complex artwork compositions on historical themes.7 His budding artistic talent was recognized at early age, when he drew caricatures of his teachers and his classmates.8

While still at school, Dolgorukov also became interested in theatrical design; he constructed a maquette of a theater stage from a wooden box and created cardboard figures of various theatrical characters from Russian and ancient history. He used a pocket flashlight to create light effects for his theater productions, acting simultaneously as a director, a lighting and stage designer, and an actor in his own theater.

During the first days of the February Revolution of 1917, Dolgorukov himself became a witness to the unfolding of historic events. He later recalled his childhood impressions in his memoirs: “There were many red banners and red bows, and policemen of the former regime now under arrest.” Yekaterinburg was the site of struggle during the Russian Civil War (1918–1921), and it was there that the imprisoned imperial family was assassinated in July 1918 during a period of Bolshevik control. After the firm establishment of Soviet power, it was renamed Sverdlovsk in 1919.

After graduating from secondary school in 1919, Dolgorukov worked as a draftsman for the Viekh–lastsky factory in Yekaterinburg. He also created stage designs for the radical revolutionary theater groups which were brought together in 1919 under the umbrella organization Terevsat (Theater of Revolutionary Satire).11 The leadership of Terevsat considered its primary job to be providing humorous commentary on current political events, albeit within official norms, and used official newspaper reports as the basis for improvisations. It made use of genres such as operetta, vaudeville, and chastushki (traditional folk verse) to propagate revolutionary ideas, and was the direct antecedent of the influential Snieaia bluza (Blue Blouse) movement, founded in 1923.12 Terevsat’s use of popular humor and everyday styles of speech made their performances accessible even to the general public, some of whom had had access to only limited schooling.13 Dolgorukov produced stage designs for this theater in a similarly accessible manner, occasionally adopting the simplified and stylized type of imagery typical of lubki (popular prints).

After serving in the Red Army from 1922 to 1924, Dolgorukov enrolled in the Department of Architecture at Sverdlovsk’s Ural Mining and Construction Institute, where he designed houses. Some of his works were selected for inclusion in exhibitions of the best student works. At the same time, Dolgorukov also studied at the vocal studio at the Gosudarstvenny operny theater (State Opera Theater).14 In the summer of 1925, Dolgorukov traveled around the industrial regions of the Urals, visiting over fifty plants and factories and creating numerous pencil and ink drawings on such themes as industrial processes and expressive views of machinery (Fig. 5). According to the artist, it was his visits to the Nizhny-Tagil Metallurgical Plant in particular that helped...
became evident and he was soon entrusted with a position as a stage designer for the Sverdlovsk State Metallurgical Plant, Sverdlovsk, where he had previously sung as a tenor. This work as a stage designer for the Sverdlovsk State Metallurgical Plant, Sverdlovsk, impressed him greatly. It was there that he could observe and study steel making on a mass scale, and street art—that will develop his future interest in industrial themes. It was there that he could observe and study steel making on a mass scale, and street art—that will develop his future interest in industrial themes.

In the fall of that same year, Dolgorukov began work as a stage designer for the Sverdlovsk State Opera Theater, where he had previously sung as a tenor. Dolgorukov initially assisted Alekandr Dubrovin, the Chief Artistic Director, but the young artist's talent quickly became evident and he was soon entrusted with creating his own stage sets (Figs. 6, 7).

As was the case with many other radical Russian artists of the period, Dolgorukov experimented with various modernist styles.15 Living in the Urals in the 1920s, Dolgorukov was far away from Moscow, the hotbed of the Russian avant-garde,16 where artists at that time could see firsthand the works by major modern French masters in the newly-founded State Museum of New Western Art.17 However, by 1925 the young artist could have learned about Cubo-Futurism, Neo-Primitivism, and Suprematism in the Ural State Museum in Sverdlovsk, whose holdings now featured outstanding works from almost every movement of Russian avant-garde.18 Dolgorukov's interest in Cubo-Futurism19 is especially apparent in his stage designs for the opera I gioielli della Madonna by Ermanno Wolf-Ferrari (1893–1946, produced in 1927 under the title Ozherel'e madonny at the Sverdlovsk Opera Theater. These designs are characterized by angular geometry and shifting planes.

Dolgorukov also approached another task—to create a painted sign for a shop—in a Cubist and Suprematist mode. A brief state experiment with private ownership in the early 1920s called the New Economic Policy (NEP) saw the revival of some private shops and restaurants, and one of these newly minted business owners commissioned Dolgorukov to design the shop sign. However, the artist's unorthodox approach outraged the client, who complained about Dolgorukov's "wild experimental style" and refused to pay the artist his full fee.20

For a 1927 production of the Edwardian musical comedy Geisha, ili istoriya odinogo ch'ango doma (The Geisha, a story of a tea house) at the State Opera Theater, Dolgorukov not only produced stage designs but also sang the role of Reginald Fairfax, Lieutenant of the Royal Navy. As Dolgorukov later noted in his memoirs, his activity as a poster designer began while he was still working in the State Opera Theater. He was designing stage sets for Bizet's opera Carmen while researching the historical background in the city's libraries, and came across a large album of Spanish posters. He was so greatly impressed by their dynamic compositions and bold colors that he included images of them in his design of the last act. He also began collecting political posters and developed a special appreciation for those by the Futurist poet and artist Vladimir Mayakovsky (1893–1930) and the poster artists Victor Deni (1893–1946) and Dmitri Moor (1883–1946).21 Dolgorukov also carefully studied a 1925 book by Vycheslav Polonsky dedicated to the Russian Revolutionary poster.22 Polonsky headed the editorial and publishing work of the Red Army during the Russian Civil War and was one of most authoritative researchers in the early history of Soviet poster. Polonsky's statement in his book on Russian revolutionary posters particularly resonated with the young artist:

"[It was] not the pictures hung in museums but book illustrations passed from hand to hand by art lovers, not frescoes accessible to a few, but posters and lubki (popular prints) — in millions of copies, at a mass scale, and street art — that will bring art closer to the people..."

In 1928, Dolgorukov took part in an exhibition of works by artists from the Urals, V. A. Shhestakov, a designer at Moscow’s Theater of the Revolution, who was at that time in Sverdlovsk with his theatrical troupe, took note of Dolgorukov’s work and suggested that he enroll in the Graphic Arts Department of VKhUTEIN (The Higher Art and Technical Institute), an innovative Soviet art school in Moscow.23 Dolgorukov was accepted in 1928 after passing the entrance exams in drawing, painting, and composition with excellent grades and submitting glowing recommendation letters from the Sverdlovsk Opera Theater, the Vserabis (Soviet Union Trade Union of Art Workers), and the well-known Moscow theater designer F. F. Fedorovsky (1883–1955).24 In addition to his studies at VKhUTEIN, Dolgorukov also attended extracurricular drawing classes at the Dom rabotnikov s'ezdov (House of Art Workers). As the artist recalled, he excelled in his studies of perspective and in sculpture, but painting was far more difficult for him to master.25

Initially established by Lenin’s government in 1920 as VKHUTemas (Higher State Artistic Technical Workshops)26 and re-named VKhUTEIN in 1927, this “specialized educational institution for advanced artistic and technical training” was created to “prepare highly qualified artist-practitioners for the modern industry.”27 Both an art school and a design laboratory where training, experimentation, and production happened side by side, it was the foremost platform for the institutionalization of the avant-garde. Yet VKhUTEIN was not without its critics. Evgeny Katsman (1890–1976), one of the founders of the conservative, realistically minded group of artists known as AKhRRR (Association of the Artists of Revolutionary Russia), commented: Everything that is coming from the VKhUTEIN is ninety percent harmful. Pedagogues at the VKhUTEIN are the ‘Europeans’ in the worst sense of this word: most of them are just pure aesthetes, completely apolitical, and in conflict with the Revolution.28

At VKhUTEIN, avant-garde artists were placed in important pedagogical and administrative positions, where they advocated a culture based on new principles in art, design, typography, and architecture. The preeminent artistic movement of the time was Constructivism, whose proponents proclaimed a new synthesis of art and industry in their program of April 1, 1921, written by Aleksei Gan.29 By the late 1920s, the tenets of Constructivism exerted a significant influence on painting, book design, architecture, theater, and poster design. Denouncing traditional easel painting in favor of socially useful art, such as reproducible and widely available works like propaganda books and posters, Constructivist artists offered photomontage as the most effective alternative to painting, which they rejected as “a bourgeois phenomenon.”30

Training at VKhUTEIN was somewhat different than that offered elsewhere within the USSR.
The ideas of Constructivism were introduced into artistic practice, and in their attempts to link art with industry, technology, and the ideals of a classless society through the production of socially useful objects, avant-garde artists developed the notion of the artist-as-engineer and some of the curriculum was based on the principles of "production art." Many teachers and students at VKhUTEIN/VKhUTEIN viewed mass-circulated print works calling for action as their primary medium, replacing traditional easel painting and one-of-a-kind graphic works. As Dolgorukov recalled in his memoirs, students of the Graphic Arts department at VKhUTEIN/VKhUTEIN not only studied drawing, typography, and various printing techniques, including woodcut, lithography, zincography, and etching, but also practiced how to produce actual posters and bookes in the department’s printing shop.

In his 1925 article "Izobretatel’noe plakat’" ([Invention in the Poster], Nikolai Taranukin (1889–1956), a Soviet art and theater historian and theorist, argued:

The role of the poster designer is nearly identical to the role of the engineer-constructor. Both are inventors of the form of things, of form not having an independent existence, but serving the purpose of a product...The master of the poster, drafting his project like an engineer building a model of an object, should keep in mind that he is not creating something unique but an object of mass production which reaches the consumer not in that form in which it was created by the hands of the inventor (as in easel painting), but in a mechanically reproduced form, going through the stages of machine production.

While a student at the VKhUTEIN in 1929, Dolgorukov saw an exhibition of workplace safety posters at the Moscow Museum of Labor Protection. While still living in Sverdlovsk, Dolgorukov saw an exhibition of workplace safety posters at the Moscow Museum of Labor Protection, and by chance he met one of his former Sverdlovsk poster editors at this Moscow exhibition; the editor helped him secure his own commissions for the design of workplace safety posters produced by the Museum.

While a student at the VKhUTEIN, Dolgorukov studied drawing under the noted book illustrator Lev Bruni (1894–1948). In homage to the poet, Dolgorukov later created a series of postcards illustrating Mayakovsky’s verse (Fig. 9).

During his second year at the VKhUTEIN, Dolgorukov studied drawing under the noted book illustrator Lev Bruni (1894–1948) and poster design with Moor, then the preeminent poster artist in the USSR. Before the 1917 Revolution, Bruni had been part of the avant-garde creative community of artists, poets, writers, musicians, and critics in Petrograd who gathered around Vladimir Tatlin (1885–1953), the father of Russian Constructivism, and Futurist poet Vseimir Khlebnikov (1885–1922). Together with Tatlin, Bruni made abstract, non-utilitarian constructions which were presented at the important avant-garde exhibition Magazin (The Store) in Moscow in 1916. Unlike Bruni, Moor in his works embraced traditional styles and color symbolism drawn from religious and folk art. VKhUTEIN was a pluralist platform for many competing factions and artists, and Bruni and Moor held divergent views on art and produced work that was vastly different in concept and style. Nevertheless, each had a significant impact on Dolgorukov’s creative development. It was at VKhUTEIN that, under the influence of his teachers, such as Bruni, Dolgorukov was introduced to avant-garde ideas typified by experiments that explored geometric and linear form and dynamism.

Dolgorukov’s full embrace of Constructivism is evident in posters of the early 1930s such as Transport Worker, Improve Your Knowledge to Restructure the Transport System (1930) (p. 69); Provide a Powerful Basis for Industrializing the Country’s Eastern Regions by Intensive Implementation of the Financial Plan (1931) (p. 81); Factories of Ferrous Metallurgy—in the Vanguard of Socialist Enterprises! (1931) (p. 87); a Proclamation of the World Unite Under the Banner of World October (1932) (p. 103). These posters contained features which were firmly associated with Constructivist typography and aesthetics, including the placement of figures in non-linear perspective and non-chronological narrative, compositional clashing, a limited range of colors, imagery evoking the functionality and the efficiency of the machine and technology, and the integration of photography. The artist introduced an array of abstract graphic devices, including outlines, solid and concentric circles, which implied dynamic movement (Fig. 10). Dolgorukov’s undated design for Kinopromyshlenost’ (Film Industry) includes circular lines reminiscent of intense blasts of radio energy (p. 121). In some of his works, slogans are also presented in a dynamic diagonal. Like the Bauhaus artists and the Russian Constructivists who opted for sans serif type, Dolgorukov used blocky sans serif Cyrillic letterforms to accentuate the mechanical quality of his design.

The poster Za mirovoi Oktiabr’! Proletarii vsekh stran acoznalysts’? (Proletariat of the World Unite Under the Banner of World Octobert, 1932) is one of Dolgorukov’s most successful in the Constructivist mode (p. 103). Dedicated to the idea of World Revolution, it depicts demonstrations of workers of different nationalities and ethnicities from around the world and incorporates slogans in multiple languages. Dolgorukov set up a contrast between two sets of photographs—separated by what appears to be a grid of prison bars—to create an image calling for international revolution. In the foreground, groups of joyful workers in the Soviet Union march in a May Day parade honoring the international workers’ holiday. Such images did not stress the individual, but were manifestations of generalized types of the “New Soviet Person” that was both a moral and intellectual exemplar and a specific physical type constituting a repository of conventional masculine qualities and athleticism. In the background, Dolgorukov depicts masses of angry demonstrators in foreign capitalist countries who face down police repression as they rally in support of the Soviet Union. For the representation of both Soviet citizens and demonstrators in capitalist countries, Dolgorukov employed photomontage, selected unusual angles, and used contrasting scales and views, thus forming a dynamic style.

Dolgorukov’s art was strongly informed not just by Constructivism, but also by the longstanding tradition of caricatures in Russian and European
journals and newspapers. Moor, Dolgorukov’s teacher at VKhUTEIN, had begun his career as an illustrator for satirical journals before the 1905 Revolution, and by the 1920s was already an established designer of political posters (Fig. 11). Artist Aleksandr Deineka (1899–1969) had described Moor as “the commissar of propagandistic revolutionary art.” Moor noted that his major concern while working on his poster designs was to present complex ideas of Communist ideology in an accessible form, and this is what he taught his students to do.41

Writing about his first impression of meeting Moor, Dolgorukov recalled:

Knowing well the posters of Moor —angry, venomously revealing, strictly thought out, built on a comparison of black and white, I imagined him to be a taciturn, strict, even harsh man. But he turned out to be completely different... In a simple gray jacket with an open collar, charming, cheerful, with crafty humor, Moor immediately charmed and disposed others to him.42

As Dolgorukov pointed out, Moor was an extremely sociable person and there were always crowds of artists, both young and mature, as well as musicians, film directors, actors, and art historians who visited him from early morning till late at night in his modestly decorated, tiny apartment.43 Dolgorukov also asked Moor’s permission to visit him at home to show his mentor his workplace safety posters, and remembered that although Moor was very modest in his everyday life and cared little for material possessions, he would become absolutely implacable and even frenzied when it came to art or poster designs he did not like.44

Dolgorukov showed Moor his posters that combined drawing and photography, which garnered Moor’s approval. However, he criticized Dolgorukov for his “unsuitable” use of type in his early poster designs, stressing the importance of placing a title and slogan in the most striking position in the poster’s overall composition. Moor also taught Dolgorukov how to employ the color successfully in his poster designs. He observed that although a designer might use many different colors, his poster could still look “colorless and gray” from a distance, and compared this phenomenon to the use of color by Neo-Impressionist artists who employed a Pointillist technique of painting in which small, distinct, tiny dots of pure colors are applied in patterns which are blended in the viewer’s eye to form an image.45 In order to avoid a “colorless” impression, Moor argued, it is important to choose one main color which should be prevalent in the design. This “leading” color, as Moor called it, should be closely connected to the main theme of the poster.46 Learning from his mentor, Dolgorukov wrote in his memoirs:

There is a huge difference between how a poster looks in the editorial offices of the publishing house versus how it looks on the street. The most colorful poster hung on billboards on the street becomes pale and gray when it is surrounded by the multicolored houses and crowds of people and cars.47

In his conversations with Dolgorukov, Moor also stressed that the Soviet poster artist should focus his attention on utterly contemporary issues of social class and on visual legibility. As Moor wrote in his autobiography, he had always believed that “there is no art separate from life, no art unrelated to a specific social class.”48 In his article “Oformleniiu plakata radio uchinitel’” (It is necessary to study poster design), published in 1931 in the journal Brigada khudozhnikov, Moor argued:

For the poster, the content is the class struggle. Artistic-figurative realism is one of the methods of class struggle that purposefully organizes class emotion, and the perception of the class knowledge of the artist, which by the selection of means (linear, volume-spatial, and color) is compacted into the pictorial expression intrinsic to the artist. It actively establishes a single visual surface, accessible for understanding and reaction by his class.49

Moor also strongly believed that the process of creating a poster required close collaboration between the artist and the printer, and that in order to be successful any designer should be well acquainted with all nuances of printing technique. As he argued, a poster is “a production, not just a reproduction.”50 Dolgorukov later wrote in his memoirs that “over a decade and a half, studying with Moor, visiting his apartment numerous times (and in 1933 even living at his place), I always listened with admiration and a feeling of great gratitude to this wonderful artist.”51 With the permission and approval of Moor, Dolgorukov created some designs for workplace health and safety posters as one of his assignments. He not only created original designs but also went to the printing shop and oversaw their printing, thus learning all the steps of poster creation, from implementation to production.52

At the same time, the political poster in the Soviet Union was being closely monitored in order to serve as an appropriate aesthetic expression of Communist ideology. From the beginning of the Soviet regime, posters were seen as a vitally important medium for communicating with and educating the masses, and a strict system of control over their production had been established immediately after the Bolshevik Revolution.53 As Tarabukin argued: “The poster is not only a product of social consumption. Above all, it is a WEAPON OF MASS INFLUENCE. . . The agitational poster does not decorate, but suborns.”54

Initially, annual thematic plans for poster production were developed by the publishing houses based on the “recommendations” (which were in reality demands) of the Propaganda Department of the Central Committee of the Communist Party. These topics had to be approved by the senior editor, senior artistic director, and director of a publishing house. After that, all topics for the posters had to be submitted for final approval to the Central Committee of the Communist Party. Designs had to undergo a similar process: they were reviewed by the Khudojessov (Artistic Advisory Board), followed by their evaluation by Glavlit (the Central Administration for Literature and the Press).55

The 1930s were some of the most traumatic years of the Soviet era. The disastrous collectivization of 1929–193356 led to mass deportations and famine, and waves of mass executions, later called the Great Purge or Great Terror, were carried out throughout the country beginning in 1937. The 1930s also saw the reorganization of the Soviet censorship system. From the early 1930s onward, an
The poster and the mass printed picture penetrate into all nooks of communal life and are an inreplaceable visual means for the ideological re-education of the broad masses. The [Communist] Party cannot ignore this mighty weapon of influence, especially when this weapon rather often turns up in the neutral or enemy hands of opportunists and philistines…Each poster should be a strike against the enemy, it should be able to expose and evaluate reality, and it should intervene in life and truly change it in the interests of the proletarian revolution. It should not be a neutral, apolitical, abstract, self-absorbed art.\(^\text{60}\)

During this period of increasing state control and censorship, Dolgorukov was also becoming particularly interested in photomontage (pp. 95, 103). In their quest to address social concerns without resorting to figurative painting—and to circumvent the limitations of abstraction, then the dominant mode of avant-garde art—the Russian Constructivists had begun to experiment with the introduction of photographic material into their poster designs. Gustav Klutsis, who actively pursued the political applications of photomontage in his work and was an instructor at VKhUTEMAS/VKhUTEIN, claimed credit for creating the very first work of photomontage in the USSR, called Dinamicheskii gorod (Dynamic City, 1919) (Fig. 12).\(^\text{63}\) In his memoirs, however, Dolgorukov expressed a rather negative opinion about his encounter with Klutsis while he was a student at VKhUTEMIN, noting that the older artist...
Dolgorukov was also certainly aware of avant-garde artistic developments in the area of photomontage and was especially influenced by the work of the German artist John Heartfield (1891–1968), a pioneer of modern photomontage (Figs. 14, 15). In 1931, the MBRKh, or Mezhdunarodnoe biuro revolutsionnykh khudozhnikov (International Bureau of Revolutionary Artists), invited Heartfield to Moscow to work on several projects. In November and December 1931, Heartfield had a one-man show in Moscow where some three hundred of his works were displayed. Emphasizing the significance of Heartfield’s work, Fedorov-Davydov wrote in his article on the artist: “He has consciously put his art at the service of the proletarian revolution, and it is a weapon of the Party. This is why Heartfield is a proletarian artist.” Similarly, Dolgorukov called Heartfield’s photomontages “works of major political and artistic power.”

In 1931, the same year Heartfield had his exhibition in Moscow, the Central Committee of the Communist Party announced the decision to build a subway system in Moscow, known as the Moscow Metro. This became a prestigious project, a mythical microcosm of the new society currently built…”

In Dolgorukov’s 1931 poster advertising Moscow new subway system, the “world’s most beautiful Metropolitan” (p. 91), the chaos of traffic in the old city center of Moscow in the photomontage at left is contrasted with its spaciousness and efficiency in the large drawing. Bold contrasts such as these became the trademark of Dolgorukov’s style. In his study for this poster (p. 89), Dolgorukov indicated where the poster’s various components would go. He accompanied his sketches with the following descriptions: “Contemporary Moscow, with its heavy traffic, bustle etc.,” “Moscow will look like this in the future,” “Metropolitan as the major means of solving [transportation] problems.” In the pre-war period, the Moscow Metro was considered Stalin’s accomplishment par excellence, and Dolgorukov would later return to this theme, producing together with Deni the photomontage posters ‘Est’ metro (The Metro is Here!, 1935; p. 103), featuring the towering figure of Stalin. The Moscow Metro in these posters is presented not only as transportation system, but also as one of the principal symbols of the new Stalinist culture.

In 1932, Dolgorukov received a commission...
from the Marx-Engels-Lenin Museum for the poster *Pod znamenim Lenina k postroeniu besklassovogo obshchestva* (Building the Classless Society under the Banner of Lenin) (pp. 97, 99). For this poster, dedicated to the 150th anniversary of the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution, Dolgorukov assembled various photographic clippings to create a new kind of well as photographic images of the Bolshevik Revolution, the Paris Commune of 1871, and socialist constructions of the 1930s were all included as component parts of the poster’s complex design. Arbitrarily juxtaposing these various historical events and phenomena, tearing them out of their “real” environment and placing them in an “unreal” one, Dolgorukov created a powerful poster. *Building the Classless Society Under the Banner of Lenin* was printed in a large edition and was also republished as postcards and calendars and reproduced in many journals. The Executive Committee of the Komintern (Communist International) commissioned the artist to create many versions of this poster in German, French, Chinese, and other languages for the distribution abroad. The artist also appropriated and reused Lenin’s photograph to powerful political effect in his 1932 collaborative work with Moor, *IZOGIZ* Poster-Newspaper No. 40.

In the USSR, rapid industrialization was intended to be achieved by a series of Five-Year Plans that would transform the country into a major industrial power. Socialist construction in this economically and culturally developing nation would require an enormous effort, drawing on the energies and talents of millions of Soviet citizens. In the early 1930s, Moor was appointed the editor of a series of posters about the First Five-Year Plan (1928–1932), and he invited Dolgorukov to contribute his designs. Dolgorukov created as many as thirty-five sketches until Moor finally approved only one of them and allowed it to be printed. Several of Dolgorukov’s designs and posters in the Merrill C. Berman Collection convey the optimistic spirit of the First Five-Year Plan, focusing on imagery of industrial plants, blast furnaces, power stations, and construction sites; in particular, the Ural-and-Kuznetsk Combine became one of Dolgorukov’s main subjects. A period of colossal transformation was underway in the Urals, where Soviet power had been established and which the First Five-Year Plan established as the Soviet Union’s industrial base. Stalin was committed to uniting the natural resources of the region with those of Siberia to form a huge administration and production complex, and the development of the region’s economy required the strengthening of the electrical infrastructure as well as the extension of the network of land routes and waterways both
for communication with other regions and internal transportation of goods and cargo. The leading role in the economy belonged to the developing multi-sector industrial complex, the core of which represented ferrous metallurgy. In the text for his 1931 poster Provide a Powerful Basis for Industrializing the Country’s Eastern Regions by Intensive Implementation of the Financial Plan (p. 81), Dolgorukov emphasizes the goals of this industrial transformation: “In 1932, the Ural-Kuznetskii (The Ural-and-Kuznetsk) Combine will supply the country with 4.5 million tons of pig iron, 2.5 million tons of coal, 2.5 billion kilowatt-hours electricity, [and] 10 thousand kilometers of road track.” In his poster Transport Worker, Realize the Reconstruction of Transport by Gaining Technical Knowledge (p. 69), a worker’s image is contextualized against a montaged backdrop of an industrial plant or construction site, while the text of the poster calls the workers to “(Finish) the Five-Year Plan in Four Years.” In April 1932, 1-aia Vseshoiuarnaa vystavka plakata (The First All-Union Exhibition of Posters), dedicated to posters in the service of the Five-Year Plan, opened at the Tretyakov Gallery in Moscow. Dolgorukov, together with Georgy Stenberg, was put in charge of the design of the exhibition.

Yet in the early 1930s, photomontage was already becoming the subject of heated debate among various Soviet artists and critics. Attacks against photomontage as an art form could be found in many publications. As Tugendholtz noted, “a great variety of scale in photomontage confuses viewers and photomontage presents a problematic combination of volumes with flat drawing, and gray photography with color.” Art theorist and historian Ivan Matsa (1893–1974) argued that the use of photomontage in Soviet art was inappropriate, as it was “unintelligible to a large stratum of the Soviet population.” Many other Soviet art critics characterized photomontage in terms of the legacy of so-called “formalism” because of its seemingly arbitrary juxtapositions and the placement of motifs in an “unreal” environment, marked by shifts and sharp contrasts, emphasis on texture, and fragmentation of images. Any artist experimenting with modernist styles was accused of being a “formalist,” which by then had become a serious political accusation, since “formalism” was now clearly identified with bourgeois ideology and “decadence.” The 1932 article dedicated to the production of the specifically “proletarian poster” published in the journal Za proletarskoe iskusstvo (For Proletarian Art), declared formalism to be one of the most dangerous tendencies in poster art. 

Fig. 19. Victor Deni and Nikolai Dolgorukov, The War Kitchen, 1934. Lithograph

Fig. 20. Victor Deni and Nikolai Dolgorukov, Greetings to the Border Guards, Vigilant Guardians of Our Socialist Country!, 1938. Lithograph

Fig. 21. Victor Deni, The Third International, 1921. Lithograph

Fig. 22. Victor Deni and Nikolai Dolgorukov, Stalingrad, 1942. Lithograph
design. Its author wrote: “Formalism...eliminates the class content of our Socialist reconstruction and is characterized by anti-proletarian influences. The fight against formalism should be conducted within the framework of serious theoretical thought and complete ideological transformation within the framework of serious theoretical design. For many other critics, photomontage was unable to create a “truthful” reflection of Soviet life, which would become an important criterion for the ideologies of Socialist Realism by the late 1930s. Examining Dolgorukov’s artistic development, one can see how the artist’s interest in photomontage had gradually faded by this time.

Beginning in 1933 Dolgorukov carried out many projects with Viktor Deni (1893–1946), Moor's younger contemporary by ten years (Figs. 19-22). The eminent poster scholar Polonsky described Deni as a “brilliant caricaturist” to whom the spirit of the poster was absolutely “alien.” He characterized Deni’s posters as “large satirical drawings” which “could be reproduced without detriment or even to their advantage on the pages of an illustrated journal or newspaper.” At the outset of the Soviet period Anatoly Lunacharsky, People’s Commissar of Education, regarded Deni’s work in poster design very highly. Writing to Vladimir Lenin in March 1920, Lunacharsky called Deni “one of the most sincere and talented of our friends,” who created “our best posters.”

The ideas expressed in Deni’s posters were accessible to viewers from all backgrounds. To render his propaganda themes, he drew on a wide range of sources, including religious and folk art as well as imagery embraced by Western European revolutionary movements. As Dolgorukov later recalled, he first met Deni personally at IZOGIZ in the winter of 1930:

[Deni] sat in the room, wrapped tightly in a black warm coat, with his fur collar up and looking in an unfriendly way at the open window...It seemed impossible that this thin, deeply sad, and unsociable person was the author of such cheerful, humorous drawings, sarcastic posters and witty captions. Dolgorukov noted that if Moor was a very sociable and cheerful person with a soft and crafty humor, Deni, on the contrary, was very antisocial, phobic, and paranoid. As Dolgorukov wrote: “He was always afraid of various illnesses, elevators, and open windows.”

One day in the winter of 1933, Dolgorukov shared a tram with Deni after their meeting with another poster artist at IZOGIZ concerning an urgent commission to produce posters based on the results of the January Plenum of the TsK VKP (b) (Central Committee of the All-Union Communist Party of Bolsheviks). It was a very tight deadline—only three days to produce a poster on this theme. Deni liked Dolgorukov’s posters on industrialization, which he had seen earlier at IZOGIZ, so he had suggested to Dolgorukov that they try collaborating on several designs. The first poster that they produced in collaboration in 1933 was dedicated to the achievements of the First Five-Year Plan (Fig. 23). At the end of 1932 the Kremlin announced that the First Five-Year Plan had been fulfilled ahead of time, within four years. The year 1933 was designated as the first year of the Second Five-Year Plan. As Dolgorukov wrote:

...when the First Five-Year Plan was proposed, our enemies abroad laughed at our plan, calling it “utopia, absurd, and fantasy.” After this Plan had been successfully achieved in both the industrialization of the country and in the sphere of collectivization, what happened to the impudent laughter of our enemies and the mockery of spiteful critics? They hung their heads sadly. It was precisely on these two contrasting positions—‘before’ and ‘after’—that my first joint poster with Deni was created.

Dени worked on the part of the poster where these enemies are depicted in caricatures, while Dolgorukov supplied images of industrialization and collectivization. Much of the imagery of internal and external enemies which Deni included in his posters produced in collaboration with Dolgorukov in the 1930s had been featured in Deni’s works created during the Civil War (1918–1921). Dolgorukov observed that Deni’s images were “comical personages in comical situations,” and that he “rarely used hyperbolic exaggeration” and was always concerned “with external portrait resemblance of his characters if they were based on real prototypes.” In Dolgorukov’s collaborative work with Deni, transformations in his representational apparatus are obvious. If Dolgorukov’s earlier posters exhibited Constructivist influences, his later style was increasingly formed by his collaboration with Moor and Deni as he shifted away from the hybrid of drawing and photomontage to a more traditional, caricature-like style.

In June 1933, Dolgorukov began creating drawings for the Central Military newspaper Krasnaia zvezda (The Red Star) and soon became a regular contributor. In his newspaper drawings, Dolgorukov mostly depicted images glorifying the achievements of the USSR in socialist construction during the period of the Five-Year Plans, producing portraits of heroes of Soviet labor, while his colleague Boris Efimov created drawings for the same newspaper on the topic of international relations. Dolgorukov would later collaborate with Efimov on anti-fascist posters during World War II (Fig. 24). On May 18, 1934, Dolgorukov again collaborated with Deni, this time creating a drawing for the major Communist Party’s newspaper Pravda. This drawing marked the beginning of his career as an illustrator, which would continue throughout the rest of his life.

By the 1930s, Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin had tightened his grip on the reins of power. The year 1936 saw the beginnings of the Great Purge (or Great Terror), a campaign of repression and political persecution carried out in the USSR between 1936 and 1939 during which an enormous number of people were arrested, sent to labor camps, or executed. Severe crackdowns in the cultural sphere were also part of this campaign. In 1936, a series of...
editorial attacks on artists in a variety of media was published in the newspaper Pravda. That same year Dolgorukov completed a commission to produce a gigantic five-meter-long panel on the theme of the Red Army for the Kremlin hall in which the Chrezvyzhyal’nyi VIII S”ezd Sovetov (Eighth Extraordinary Congress of Soviets) was held. A new Soviet Constitution, unofficially known as the Stalin Constitution, was adopted at this Congress. Stalin’s image in Soviet posters, newspapers, and journals was by now firmly connected to progress, industrialization, and economic success. As was this case with other propaganda artists during this period when the theme of the threat of fascism, exemplified by his poster Lubob’ aggressor razob’et svoi mednyi lob o sovetski pogranichnyi stolb (Any Aggressor Will Crack His Obstinate Skull Against the Soviet Border Post, 1939) (Fig. 28). The poster’s title is a quote from a speech given by Soviet Premier Minister Vyacheslav Molotov (1930–1986) and conveys the idea that any attack on the Soviet Union would be a foolish undertaking that could only hurt the aggressor. As the artist wrote in his memoirs, in the late 1930s he and Deni also received a commission to create a poster dedicated to the Soviet-Japanese border conflict. In particular, the artists were asked to commemorate Soviet pilots’ victory over the Japanese in the Battle of Khalkhin-Gol.22 Due to Deni’s illness, Dolgorukov had to work on the preliminary studies for this poster alone, but all his versions were rejected by the Artists’ Board. As a result, he decided to ask Andrei Borisovich Yumashev, a well-known Soviet pilot, to become his consultant on the topic.23 Dolgorukov had met Yumashev at the exhibition XX let RKKA (Twenty Years of the Workers and Peasants’ Red Army) in Moscow. As it turned out, he himself was an amateur artist. He explained basic air combat tactics to the artist and even drew the initial composition for the poster. Under the pilot’s guidance, Dolgorukov and Deni created a final version of the poster Kto silen v vozdukhе, tot v raste vremia voobshche silen (Whoever is Strong in the Air is Strong in General) (Fig. 29), depicting the ferocity of the Soviet attack with an image of a Japanese aircraft shot down during aerial combat.

At the beginning of June 1941, just before the official start of WWI on Soviet soil, Dolgorukov received a commission for another poster, Viagu ne budet poshchady! (There will be no Mercy for the Enemy!), in which he depicted Russian aircraft unleashing a hail of bombs on enemy positions (Fig. 30). In his initial version of the poster, the artist included an image of Adolf Hitler as a signifier for the enemy, but the poster’s editor demanded Hitler’s image be erased because the German-Soviet non-aggression pact of August 1939 was still considered valid. As soon as Nazi forces invaded the Soviet Union on June 22, 1941, Dolgorukov, along...
with other poster designers, was summoned to the Department of Agitation and Propaganda of the Central Committee of the Communist Party, where the artists were ordered to produce war-related propaganda posters. By the next morning, Dolgorukov had created his first anti-Nazi poster, followed by a second the next day. The latter poster, entitled Tak bylo... tak budet! (So it was... so it will be!) (Fig. 31) depicted Napoleon fleeing Russia after his shameful defeat, as well as Hitler impaled by a Red Army bayonet. By June 25, 1941, three anti-Nazi posters by Dolgorukov were hanging on the streets of Moscow, on military airfields, and on the carriages of military echelons going to the front.

In studying Dolgorukov’s posters from the post-war period, it is clear that his artistic language changed from experimental, modernist, and Constructivist to become much more conservative, conforming more and more closely to the dogmatic rules of Socialist Realism (Fig. 32). In his narrations of the industrial and architectural achievements of the Soviet state, the artist often combined abstract formal elements of design with the documentary “truth” of photography, including figurative portraits of Lenin, Stalin, and workers. In analyzing how Dolgorukov’s ideological and political strategies merged with his personal ambitions and career opportunities, we can see that although Dolgorukov’s graphic works embodied the utopian ideals of Soviet society, and the themes in his work attest to his strong political commitment to Communism, he often employed non-figurative visual vocabulary, geometric fragmentation of space, and dramatically reduced perspective, all features which were typical of Constructivism. Looking at figures like this helps us to see that the distinction between avant-garde visual syntax and Socialist Realism was not always absolute.25
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A major influence on the emergence and development of the Russian avant-garde came from Western Europe. The 1900s and 1910s saw a fruitful exchange between progressive young Russian artists and their European counterparts. Many experimental Russian artists were drawn to Paris in search of the opportunity to view first-hand the latest innovations in modern art. During the early 1900s, Russian artists also had many opportunities to encounter modern Western art in their own country. One of the first events that presented contemporary Western, especially French, art in a Russian context was an exhibition held in Moscow in 1908 organized by the Russian Symbolist journal Zolotoe runo (The Golden Fleece). The Golden Fleece exhibition included works by the Impressionists, the Post-Impressionists, and the Fauves. The following year, Moscow viewers had their first opportunity to see early Cubist works by Braque and Le Fauconnier at the Golden Fleece salon. But perhaps most important in this regard were the private collections of two Moscow merchant-patrons of the arts—Ivan Morozov (1871–1921) and Sergei Shchukin (1854–1936). Morozov initially collected works of young Russian painters, but from 1907 onwards he began acquiring French art for his newly rebuilt villa. Shchukin’s collection, which was opened to the Russian public in 1907, featured works by the Impressionists and Post-Impressionists. He had particularly fine representations of the work of Cézanne, Gauguin, Monet, and Renoir, but the artists who figured most prominently in his collection were Matisse and Picasso.

The Russian avant-garde is an umbrella term used to denote the large, influential wave of experimental art that flourished in Russia from approximately the early 1900s to the late 1920s and early 1930s. The artists of the Russian avant-garde represented various tendencies and creative aspirations. The term encompasses many separate, but interrelated art movements, including Neo-Primitivism, Rayism (Rayonism), Cubo-Futurism, Suprematism, and Constructivism.

In August 1918, the collector Sergei Shchukin left Bolshevik Russia, eventually settling in Paris. A few months later his collection was nationalized, and it opened to the public as the State Museum for New Western Painting No. 1. In May 1920, two years later it was merged with the State Museum for New Western Painting No. 2, and became the State Museum of New Western Art. This museum held the much larger collection put together between 1903 and 1914 by Shchukin, fellow merchant-patron Ivan Morozov, and that of Morozov’s deceased older brother Mikhail. In 1928, these collections were brought together under one roof in Morozov’s former home in Moscow, but in 1948 the Museum of Modern Western Art was dissolved and the paintings were divided between the State Hermitage Museum, Leningrad (now St. Petersburg), and the State Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts, Moscow.

The Ekaterinburg Museum of Fine Arts has one of the most important collections of Russian avant-garde art of the 1910s and 1920s in Russia. The museum was founded following the reorganization of cultural life in Russia that took place after the Revolution. By 1918, avant-garde artists were meeting at the arts department of the People’s Commissioner for Education (Narkompros) in Moscow to debate how modern art museums and state exhibitions should be used to help educate the masses. In December 1918, Anatoly Lunacharsky, People’s Commissioner for Education, approved a list of artists whose works would be purchased by Narkompros for the State Art Fund. In 1920, a selection was made from this enormous array of art for an exhibition, which later formed the basis of the collection at the museum in Sverdlovsk (Ekaterinburg). Between 1925 and 1934 the collection was housed in the Ural State Museum, before being transferred in 1936 to the newly built Art Gallery in Sverdlovsk (present-day Ekaterinburg).

By 1912, a serious interest in Cubism had arisen among experimental Russian artists of various persuasions; this interest reached its climax in 1913–1914. Alexandra Exter (1882–1949) spent the winters of 1912-1914 in Paris. While there, she frequently visited the circle of artists associated with the journal Les Soirées de Paris. Through the journal’s editor, the poet of the Avant-garde group was closely linked to Braque and Picasso. Exter often acted as an intermediary among the avant-garde artistic communities of Paris, Moscow, and Kiev, acquainting the leading members of the Russian avant-garde with French Cubism and Italian Futurism. Italian Futurist manifestos were first published in 1912 in second issue of the Union of Youth journal in St. Petersburg. In 1913, an article by Mikhail Matuevski on the book Du Cubisme (1912), by Albert Gleizes and Jean Metzinger, was published in the same journal (‘IO knife Mitsianche-Gleka Du Cubisme,’ March 10, 1913. Union of Youth no. 3; pp. 25-34). In 1913, Du Cubisme in Russian translation became immediately popular among Russian artists and art critics. Cubo-Futurism (as its name suggests) was informed by the principles of French Cubism and Italian Futurism. Cubo-Futurism combines the static nature of Cubism, and its disintegration of the object, with the dynamism of Futurism. Cubo-Futurist works synthesize the space, figure, and object(s) in a composition by juxtaposing conflicting forces—rigidity and animation—and, in so doing, create a clash between opposing energies. The term “Cubo-Futurism” was first used in 1913 in relation to the literary group “Hylea,” members of which called themselves “Cubo-Futurists.” Among Russian artists, it was Kazimir Malevich who used the term in 1913, calling “Cubo-Futurist Realism” some of his works included in the Union of Young exhibition in St. Petersburg. See Ekaterina Bobrinskaia, Futurizm i kubofuturizm (Moscow: Galeri, 2000).
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Following the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, the Bolshevik government organized ROSPA, the Russian Telegraph Agency, which continued the lubok (popular print) tradition through its poster unit. The ROSPA posters, which were intended to maintain support for the Red Army in the Russian Civil War, narrated current events in sequences of simple images. There was also a text narration with each poster.

Occasionally, these “poster-newspapers” covered the events of the country’s domestic life.


"Formalism" was a pejorative term that referred to any Western modernist artworks or Soviet works suggestive of the type of art where form was more important than the content, stressing the art’s lack of relevance to “proletarian needs.”

A number of Russian avant-garde artists, including Solomon Telingater (1903–1969)—a major Soviet designer and typographer who, among his other works, designed the 1937 book on John Heartfield — accused Western avant-garde graphic designers of “formalism” and juxtaposed their work with that of Soviet artists. For example, in his 1931 article “Novoe poligraficheskoe iskusstvo v SSRP” [New Graphic Art in the USSR], Telingater argued that designs of Soviet “proletarian artists” were fundamentally different from the work of their “capitalist” colleagues because Soviet artists were producing “ideological” and “class-based” work in support of “the construction of Socialism.” Telingater labeled as “formalist” the work of Jan Tschichold (1902–1974), the German-born theorist of the “New Typography” in Europe during the 1920s and 1930s, as well as work by László Moholy-Nagy (1895–1946), the Hungarian avant-garde designer and photographer, and Piet Zwart (1886–1977), the Dutch typographer and designer. See S. Telingater, “Novoe poligraficheskoe iskusstvo v SSRP,” in Brigada khudozhnikov 1931, no. 4: 18-20.
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Pravda was the official newspaper of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union between 1918 and 1991.

During his long creative career, Dolgorukov created drawings for many publications, including the newspapers Krasnaja zvezda, Sovetski voin, Pravda, Kommunisticheskai pravda, Trud, and Sovetskaia Ekran, and the journals Prachektor and Ogonyok.

According to archival sources, during the Great Terror (1936–1939) as many as many as 3.5 million people were imprisoned and 2 million died in prison or exile (see https://www.mrsoists.org/history/usa/sources/taremem/index.html).

As the scholar Jan Palmer has observed, the cult of Stalin can be said to have had its start on December 21, 1929, when, “on the occasion of Stalin's 50th birthday, a wide-scale campaign for his aggrandizement was initiated in the mass media and in the first instance in such central newspapers as Pravda...” By mid-1933, the cult of Stalin started to acquire a mass character, and from the end of the 1930s a regulated system of signs—the canon, which from that point on was carefully observed but continued to evolve—was used for the creation of different images of Stalin.” See Jan Palmer, Aleksandr Velikii: Kult Stalina v abstraitnom iskusstve (Moscow: Novoe literaturnoe obozrenie, 2010), p. 7.

In this engagement, the Soviets and Mongolians defeated the Japanese and expelled them from Mongolia. As a result of the Japanese defeat at Khalkhin Gol, Japan and the Soviet Union signed the Soviet-Japanese Neutrality Pact on April 13, 1941.

Dolgorukov, Stanizhny zharnyi, pp. 41-42.
Since the early 1990s, both Russian and Western scholars have pointed out that simply contrasting the avant-garde to Socialist Realism does not truly reflect what occurred in Soviet Russia, and later the USSR, and that the strict binary divide between Russian avant-garde and Socialist Realism is inaccurate. See, for example, Boris Groys’s book The Total Art of Stalinism: Avant-Garde, Aesthetic Dictatorship and Beyond (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992) as well as numerous publications by Ekaterina Degot and Christina Kiaer. Also see the more recent publications Socialist realisms: Soviet painting, 1920–1970 (Catalogue by Matthew Cullerne Brown and others; Milan: Skira, 2012) and Modernizm bez manifesta. Sobranie Romana Babicheva (Moscow: Moskovskii muzej sovremennoogo iskusstva, 2017).
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1955

Vystavka “50 let pervoi russkoi revoliutsii” (Celebrating “50 Years since the First Russian Revolution”), Gosudarstvennii muzei Revoliutsii SSSR (The State Museum of the Revolution of the USSR), Moscow (1955)

1957

Vystavka zhivopisi, skulptury, grafiki i plakata (Exhibition of Painting, Sculpture, and Graphics dedicated to the First All-Union Congress of Soviet Artists), SSSR (Union of Soviet Artists of the USSR), Moscow; Akademiia khudozhestv SSSR (Academy of Arts of the USSR), Moscow; Moskovskii Dom khudozhnikh (House of Artists), Moscow; Dvorets kultury avtozavoda im. A. Likhacheva (Palace of Culture of the A. Likhachev Automotive Factory), Moscow; and Tsentralkhodnyi Dom rabotnikov ikusstv (Central House of Art Workers), Moscow (1957)

Vystavka khudozhestvennaya vystavka posvящennaia 40-letiu velikoi oktjabrskoi soveticheskoi revoliutsii (All-Union Art Exhibition dedicated to the 40th Anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917), Tsentralkhodnyi vystavochnyi zal (Central Exhibition Hall), Moscow; Akademiia khudozhestv SSSR (Academy of Arts of the USSR), Moscow; Moskovskii Dom khudozhnikh (House of Artists), Moscow; SSSR (Union of Soviet Artists of the USSR), Moscow; Tsentralkhodnyi Dom rabotnikov ikusstv (Central House of Workers of the Arts), Moscow; Dvorets sporta (Sports Palace of Culture), Moscow; Dom kultury pervogo Gosudarstvennogo podshipnikovogo zavoda (House of Culture of the First State Bearing Factory), Moscow, and in the clubs of: Energeticheskii institut (Power Engineering Institute), Moscow; Zavod “Kauchuk” (Kauchuk Factory), Moscow; Dom kultury Sverdlovskogo medosushkih rabotnikov (House of Culture of the Medical Workers’ Union), Moscow; Dom kultury Moskovskogo mediapavlihnoi zavoda (House of Culture of the Moscow Metalurgical Plant), Moscow; Dom kultury profsoyuzha stroitel’ev “Novator” (House of Culture of the “Novator” Construction Workers’ Union), Moscow; Dvorets kultury Mireostroia (Mireostroy Palace of Culture), Moscow; Dom kultury pervogo Gorodskogo obshchestva “Krasnaia Roza” (Red Rose Factory), Moscow; and Dom pravoslav’ia (House of Government), Moscow (1957)

1958

Khudozhestvennaya vystavka “40 let sovetskikh khudozhnikov v bor’be za mir” (Art exhibition, “40 Years of Soviet Military Might”), Akademiia khudozhestv SSSR (Academy of Arts of the USSR), Moscow (1958)

Vystavka “plakat i satira za 40 let v proizvedeniakh moskovskikh khudozhnikov” (Exhibition “40 Years of Posters and Satire in the Works by Moscow Artists”), Mosskh (Moskovskiaia organizatsiia Soiuz sovetskikh khudozhnikov) (Moscow Organization of the Union of Soviet Artists), Moscow (1958)

Vystavka proizvedeni sovetskikh khudozhnikov v kitaiskoi narodnoi respublike (Exhibition of Works by Soviet Artists in the People’s Republic of China), Guanchun Palace, Beijing (1958)
International Exhibition “Satire in the Struggle for Peace”, Moscow (1969)

Khudozhniki v “Pravde” (Artists in Pravda), Kartinniaia galeria im. Kundzhi (Kundzhi Picture Gallery), Zhdanov (Mariupol), Ukraine; Moscow; Riga, Latvia; Tallinn, Estonia; and Vilnius, Lithuania (1973)
Nikolai Andreevich Dolgorukov (1902, Yekaterinburg–1980, Moscow)

1902  Born on March 10 (March 23 on the Julian calendar) in Yekaterinburg, a city on the border between Europe and Asia considered the “gateway to Siberia”

1919  Works as a draftsman for the Verkh-Isetsky Metallurgical Plant in Yekaterinburg

Creates designs for the radical revolutionary theater groups which were brought together under the umbrella organization Terevsat (Theater of Revolutionary Satire)

Designs his first poster for the Gosudarstvennyi opernyi teatr (State Opera Theater) in Sverdlovsk (formerly Yekaterinburg)

1922–1924  Serves in the Red Army

1924  Enrolls in the Department of Architecture at Sverdlovsk Ural Mining and Construction Institute

Studies at the vocal studio at the Gosudarstvennyi opernyi teatr (State Opera Theater) in Sverdlovsk

1925  Travels around the industrial regions of the Urals, visiting over fifty plants and factories and creating numerous pencil-and-ink drawings

Begins work as a stage designer for the State Opera Theater in Sverdlovsk, under Chief Artistic Director A.V. Dubrovin. Creates his first posters

1928  Takes part in an exhibition of works by artists from the Urals. V. A. Shestakov, a designer at Moscow’s Theater of the Revolution who is in Sverdlovsk with his theatrical troupe, takes note of Dolgorukov’s work and suggests that he enrol in the Graphic Arts Department of VKhUTEIN (The Higher Art and Technical Institute) in Moscow

1928–1930  Enrolls at VKhUTEIN, studying drawing under the noted book illustrator Lev Bruni (1894–1948) and poster design with the preeminent poster artist Dmitrii Moor (1883–1946)

Attends extracurricular drawing classes at the Dom rabotnikov iskusstv (House of Art Workers)

From 1928  As well as taking part in exhibitions in the Soviet Union, Dolgorukov participates in numerous exhibitions in the United States, Austria, Belgium, Spain, France, and Italy (see the list of Selected Exhibitions in this volume)

1929–1931  Works with the Muzei okhrany truda (the Moscow Museum of Labor Protection), creating workplace safety posters
1930–1931 Creates book cover designs about factory safety for the publishing house Sotsiaľno-economicheskii literatura (Publishing House of Social-Economic Literature)

1932 Receives a commission from the Marx-Engels-Lenin Museum for a poster dedicated to the fifteenth anniversary of the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution (p. 97). The Executive Committee of the Komintern (Communist International) commissions the artist to create many versions of this poster in German, French, Chinese, and other languages, for distribution abroad

1932 Becomes a member of Obvodinenie rabotnikov revolyutsionnogo plakata/ORRP (Association of Revolutionary Poster Workers), a special professional organization for poster artists headed by Dmitri Moor

1933 Meets the famous poster artist Victor Deni (1893–1946); the two create their first poster together

In the early 1930s–40s, Dolgorukov works as an artist for various newspapers and periodicals, including Krasnaia zvezda (Red Star), Ogonyok (Little Light), Pravda (Truth), Izvestiia (News), Prozhektor (Spotlight), and Sovetskii voin (Soviet Soldier)

1934 Wins the first prize in the Moscow exhibition Desiat’ let bez Lenina, po Leninskoi puti (Ten Years on the Path of Lenin, Without Lenin) with his 1932 poster Building the Classless Society Under the Banner of Lenin (pp. 96–99)

1936 Creates illustrations for the satirical poem Kol’kov Krasnyi kut’ (Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia literature, 1936) by Demian Bedny (1883–1945)

1941 Evacuates Moscow and relocates to the city of Kuibyshev, together with the editorial board of the newspaper Krasnaia zvezda

1941–1945 Creates posters concerning the Second World War

Creates war propaganda drawings for Pravda (Truth), Komsomol’skaia Pravda (Komsomol Truth), Trud (Labor), and Stalinski Sokol (Stalin’s Falcon), and designs covers for Sovetskii voin (Soviet Soldier)

Participates in the creation of TASS (Telegraph Agency of the Soviet Union) Windows

1948 Awarded a Diploma of the First Rank at the International Poster Exhibition in Vienna, Austria

1957–1967 Creates multiple series of works in gouache, ink, and watercolor, including Rossija v trekh revolyutsiakh (Russia in Three Revolutions, 1957), Za Rodinu (For the Motherland, 1958), Moguchaja postup’ semiletki (Mighty Step of Seven-Year Plan, 1960), Ul’tro Arkhiv (Morning Archive, 1964), Golos Avtoru (Voice of Aurora, 1967)

1963 Receives the honorary title Zasluzhennyi rabotnik iskusstv RSFSR (The Honored Worker of the Arts of the RSFSR [Russian Soviet Federal Socialist Republic])

1969 Publishes memoir Stranitsy zhizni (Life Chapters) (Leningrad, Khudozhnik RSFSR)

1979–1989 Creates multiple series of works in gouache, ink, and watercolor, including Rossija v trekh revolyutsiakh (Russia in Three Revolutions, 1957), Za Rodinu (For the Motherland, 1958), Moguchaja postup’ semiletki (Mighty Step of Seven-Year Plan, 1960), Ul’tro Arkhiv (Morning Archive, 1964), Golos Avtoru (Voice of Aurora, 1967)

1980 Dies in Moscow
Selected Russian Public Collections Holding Works by Nikolai Dolgorukov

State Tretyakov Gallery (Государственная Третьяковская галерея), Moscow

Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts (Государственный музей изобразительных искусств им. Пушкина), Moscow

State Russian Museum (Государственный Русский музей), St. Petersburg

State Central Museum of the Contemporary History of Russia (Государственный музей современной истории России), Moscow

Note: This museum was formerly known as the Central Museum of the Revolution of the USSR (Центральный музей Революции СССР), until September 1998.

State Historical Museum (Государственный исторический музей), Moscow

Central V. I. Lenin Museum (Центральный музей В. И. Ленина), Moscow

State Archive of the Russian Federation (Государственный архив Российской Федерации), Moscow

Russian State Library (Российская государственная библиотека), Moscow

State V. I. Dal’ Museum of the History of Russian Literature (Государственный музей истории русской литературы имени В. И. Дали), Moscow

V. V. Mayakovsky Museum (Музей В. В. Маяковского), Moscow

Central Museum of the Soviet Army named after M. V. Frunze (Центральный Дом Советской Армии имени М. В. Фрунзе), Moscow

Museum of Fine Arts named after I. I. Mashkov (Волгоградский музей изобразительных искусств имени И. И. Машкова), Volgograd

Regional Art Museum named after I. N. Kramskoy (Воронежский областной художественный музей имени И. Н. Крамского), Voronezh

State Picture Gallery named after A. A. Deineka (Курская государственная картинная галерея имени А. А. Дейнека), Kursk
State Art Museum named after A. N. Radishchev (Saratovskii gosudarstvennyi khudozhestvennyi muzei imeni A. N. Radishcheva), Saratov

Museum of Fine Arts (Yekaterinburgskii muzei izobrazitel'nykh iskusstv), Yekaterinburg
  Note: This museum was formerly known as the Sverdlovsk Picture Gallery (Sverdlovskaya kartinnaia galeriia).

Smolensk State Museum-Reserve (Smolenskii gosudarstvennyi muzei-zapovednik), Smolensk
  Note: This museum was formerly known as the Smolensk Regional Museum of Fine and Applied Art (Smolenskii oblastnoi muzei izobrazitel'nykh i prikladnykh iskusstv).

Regional Art Museum (Ulyanovskii oblastnoi khudozhestvennyi muzei), Ulyanovsk

Chelyabinsk State Museum of Fine Arts (Chelyabinski Gosudarstvennyi muzei izobrazitel'nykh iskusstv), Chelyabinsk
  Note: This museum was formerly known as the Chelyabinskii Picture Gallery (Chelyabinskaya gorodeckaia kartinnaia galeriia).
PLATES
Poster: Transportnik, vooruzhaets' tekhnicheskimi znaniiami, boris' za rekonstruktsiiu transporta (Transport Worker, Armed With Technical Skill, Strives to Reconstruct Transportation), 1931
Lithograph
41 1/16 x 28 5/8” (104.3 x 72.7 cm)

Exhibited:
Moscow 1931, no. 175
Moscow 1933, p. 22, no. 284
Madrid 1933
New York 1933
London 1934
Poster: Khomuty na kranakh ukrepliai nadezhno (Securely Fasten Clamps on Cranes), 1930
Lithograph
20 5/8 x 14 3/4" (52.4 x 37.5 cm)

Printed Text:
[lower right] Dolgorukov 1930

[lower left] Razrabotan Tsentrflnym Muzeeom Otkrany truda i sots. [otslajnogo]
strahovaniia (Developed by the Central Museum of Labor Protection and Social Insurance)

[bottom, center] Gostrudizdat, Moskva, Staraia ploshchad, 6. — 1930 (Publishing House
Gostrudizdat, Moscow, Old Square, 6. — 1930)

2-ala seria "Bezopasnost' truda v stroitelnom delе." Plakat No. 13 Tsaena 13 kopek. (2nd

[lower right] Litografia Tsentrizdata Moskva, Glavlit (Glavnoe upravlenie po delam literatury
i izdatel'stv/ the Main Directorate on Literature and Press); Tirazh 15,000 (Tsentrizdat
Lithographic workshop Moscow, Glavlit; Edition 15,000)
Poster: Beregis’—Oпасно (Beware—Dangerous), c. 1930
Lithograph
19 1/8 x 14 1/8" (48.6 x 35.9 cm)

Note:
This workplace safety poster was produced for the Central Museum of Labor Protection in Moscow.
Maquette: Beregis’ otravlenia — Otyskivai propuski ammiiaka semoi rtkoi
(Beware of Poison—Watch Out for Ammonia Leaks), 1930
Collage with gelatin silver print(s) and gouache on paper, mounted on board
27 x 18 1/4" (68.6 x 46.4 cm)
Poster: *Beregis’ otravleniia—Otyskivai propuski ammiaka sernoi nitkoi*  
(Beware of Poison—Watch Out for Ammonia Leaks), 1930  
Lithograph  
29 x 19 3/4” (73.7 x 50.2 cm)

***Printed Text***

[lower left] Razrabotan Tsentral’nym Muzeem Ohrany truda i sots. (sotsial’nogo) strakhovaniia (Developed by the Central Museum of Labor Protection and Social Insurance)

[bottom, center] Gostrudizdat, Moskva, Staraia ploshchad, 6. — 1930  
(Publishing House Gostrudizdat, Moscow, Old Square, 6. — 1930)

Seriia "Tekhnika bezopasnosti v pishchevkusovoi promyshlennosti" Plakat #9. Tsena 50 kop. (Series of "Labor Safety in Food and Beverage Industry” Poster No. 9. Price 50 kopecks)

[lower right] Tirazh 2,000; Litografial Tsentrizdat Moskva (Edition 2000; Tsentrizdat Lithographic Workshop Moscow)

**Note:**  
This maquette, like that for *Pod znamenem Lenina k postroeniiu beskassovogo obshchestva!* (Building the Classless Society Under the Banner of Lenin!) (pp. 96-99) is exceptional in scale. For ease of execution, such working designs were normally smaller than the resulting printed product, but in these two cases Dolgorukov worked at a one-to-one scale to the final printed poster.

**Exhibited:**  
Moscow 1933, p. 22, no. 283
Sketch: Sozdat’ moshchnuyu bazu industrializatsii na vostoke! (Let’s Create a Powerful Basis for Industrializing the Country’s Eastern Regions!), 1931
Pencil and crayon on paper
11 3/4 x 8 1/16" (29.8 x 20.5 cm)

Artist’s Inscriptions (from bottom to top, in numerical order):
1. karta Magnitogorsk-Kuznetsk…gen. plan i nov. zh.d. putei i khleba i zhelez. rudy i khlopku (Map of the Magnitogorsk Kuznetsk… general plan and new railroad tracks, and bread, and pig iron, and cotton)
2. Glukhoman’ [?], mestnost’ do postroiki [?] (The middle of nowhere [?]; the location before the construction [?]) foto (photograph)
Sozdat’ moshchnuyu bazu industrializatsii na vostoke (Let’s create a powerful basis for industrializing the country’s Eastern regions)
3. stroitel’stvo giganta entuziastami-bol’shevikami (Construction of the giant plant by the enthusiastic Bolsheviks) fotomontazh (photomontage)
4. obshchaia panorama stroitel’stva gigantov i sots. gorodov (General view of the construction of the giants and “sotsgorod” [socialist cities]) izobrazitel’no (Drawing)
5. sintez gotovogo giganta i ego produktsii pokazatel (Synthesis of completed giant and its production). izobrazitel’no (Drawing)

[lower left] N. Dolgorukov
Printed Text:
Uralo-Kuznetskii kombinat dostat strane v 1932 g. 4,5 mln. ton chuguna, 25 mln. tonn uglia, 2,8 mld. kilovatt-chasov vyrabotki elektroenergli, 10 tys. kilometerov zheleznozabornych putei (In 1932, the Ural-Kuznetskii Combine will give the country 4.5 million tons of pig iron, 25 million tons of coal, 2.8 billion kilowatt-hours yield of electricity, 10 thousand kilometers of railroad track)

Note:
At left is a drawing of a factory site, seen from above. At right is a photo of a factory. Below is a map of the central and eastern parts of the Soviet Union, with industrial centers marked.

Final poster:
A variant of this poster (in a private collection), also from 1931, includes additional text in the title: Usilennym vypolneniem FINPLANA sozdadim moschhnuu bazu industrializatsii na vostoke! (Let’s Create a Powerful Industrial Base in the Country’s Eastern Regions Through Intensive Implementation of the Financial Plan)

Exhibited:
Chicago 1932
New York 1933
Madrid 1933
London 1934
a. Sketch: *Na shturm poslednego chetvertogo goda piatiletki!* (Let’s Surpass the Plan’s Final Year!), 1931
Gouache and pencil on paper
5 1/16 x 3 3/16" (12.9 x 8.1 cm)

b. Poster: *Na shturm poslednego chetvertogo goda piatiletki!* (Let’s Surpass the Plan’s Final Year!), 1931
Lithograph
39 x 30" (99 x 71 cm)
Private collection

**Final poster:**
Sketch: Zavody chernoi metallurgii—v avangard sotsialisticheskikh predpriatii
(Factories of Ferrous Metallurgy—in the Vanguard of Socialist Enterprises!), 1931
Pencil and crayon on paper
8 13/16 x 8 5/16" (22.4 x 21.1 cm)

**Artist’s Inscriptions** (from top to bottom):

Ot metalurg. promyshlennosti (From the metallurgical industry)
Lozung chernyi metal (Slogan black metal)
Sviaz’ liudei merzloty novostroek (Connection between people, frozen wilderness, new buildings)
Mashhny zavody sudovoi (Machines factories shipyards)
...udarnikov rabochikh (...workers’ shock brigades)
met. zavod (metallurgical plant)
lozung (slogan)

**Note:**
See final poster on following spread.
Poster: Zavody chernoi metallurgii—v avangard sotsialisticheskikh predpriatii
(Factories of Ferrous Metallurgy—in the Vanguard of Socialist Enterprises!),
1931
Lithograph
28 7/8 x 41 3/8” (73.3 x 105.1 cm)

Printed Text (below):
Металлургические заводы дадут новостройкам, шахтам, судоверфиам, машиностроительным заводам констркутив, рельсы, сварные, балки, поковки
(Metallurgical plants will produce trucks, supports, beams, and forgings for the new buildings, mines, shipyards, and machine-building plants)

Exhibited:
Chicago 1932
New York 1933
Madrid 1933
Moscow 1934
Sketch: Metropoliten: glavnoe sredstvo razreshaushchee problemy bystrykh 
 i deshevykh ludskikh perevozok (The Metro: The Most Important Solution to 
the Problem of the Fast and Cheap Transportation of People), 1931 
Gouache, ink, pencil, crayon, and printed paper on paper 
8 1/8 x 11 5/8" (20.6 x 29.5 cm)

Artist's Inscriptions:
[upper left, in pencil, with an arrow pointing down] Moskva sovremennaja — s 
ee ulichnoi i transportnoi sutolokoi i pr. (Modern Moscow with its street and 
traffic bustle, etc.)

[right column, in orange, with an arrow pointing up] Nadzemnyi metropolitan 
(above-ground part of the Metro system)
Moskva takoi budet (This is how Moscow will look)
Tsifrovye pokazateli (Digital indicators/statistics [?])
Podzemnyi metropoliten (Underground part of the Metro)

[center, bottom] metropoliten — gl. sredstvo razresheniia problem (the Metro—
the most important solution to the problem)

Note:
See final poster on following spread.
Poster: Metropoliten: glavnoe sredstvo razreshaiushchee problemy bystrykh i deshevykh ludskikh perevozok (The Metro: The Most Important Solution to the Problem of the Fast and Cheap Transportation of People), 1931
Lithograph
28 x 40 1/8" (71.1 x 101.9 cm)

Printed Text (below):
Metropoliten—massovoe sredstvo gorodskogo soobshcheniia (The Metro—mass means of urban transportation)
Sostav poezda metropolitena ot 4 do 8 vagonov po 150 passazhirov v kazhdom (The composition of the Metro train from 4 to 8 cars with 150 passengers each)
Provoznaja sposobnost' linii (Carrying capacity of the Metro line):
Avtobusnoi—5-6 tysiach passazhirov v chas v odnom napravlenii (bus—5-6 thousand passengers one way per hour)
Tramvainoi—14-15 (tram—14-15)
Metropolitena—35-45 (subway—35-45)

Metropoliten ekonomit rabochee vremia (The Metro saves working time)
Skorost' soobshcheniia (Speed):
Na tramvai—14-15 km v chas. Na avtobuse—16-18 km. v chas. Na metropolite—30-35 km v chas. (Tram—14-15 km per hour, Bus—16-18 km. per hour. Subway—30-35 km per hour)

Ulichnoe dvizhenie ne stesni' dvizheniia poezdov metropolitena, oni' dvizhutsia cherez kazhdye 1-2 minuty po tochnieishemu raspisaniiu. Proezd na metropolitene soversheno bezopasen. (Street traffic does not hinder the movement of subway trains; they move every 1-2 minutes, according to the most accurate timetables. Traveling on the subway is completely safe.)

[Additional text, bottom] Prishli svoi zamechaniia o plakate po adresu: Moskva, Izogiz, Agitmassovyi sektor (If you have any complaints about this poster, please send it to the attention of the Department of Agitation, Izogiz, Moscow)

Note:
In 1931, the Central Committee of the Communist Party decided to build a subway system in Moscow, known as the Metro. This became a prestigious project on which no expense was spared. The first line opened to the public in 1935. In the poster, the chaos of traffic in the old center of Moscow in the photograph at top left is contrasted with the spaciousness and efficiency of contemporary Moscow in the large drawing.
Poster: Reconstruction of Socialist Transport will Enable the Stunning Growth of Industry and the Powerful Development of Rural Economy, 1931
Lithograph
23 1/2 x 36 3/8" (59.7 x 92.4 cm)
Poster: Vstupai v chlery aviazota! Aviazot pomozhet ovladet’ peredovoi tekhnikoi. Za tekhniko-ekonomicheskoiu nezavisimost’ SSSR (Join the Members of Aviazot! Aviazot Will Help Us Master Advanced Technical Equipment. For the Technical and Economic Independence of the USSR), 1932
Lithograph
17 x 23 3/8” (43.2 x 59.4 cm)

Printed Text (below):
Za tekhniko-ekonomicheskuju nezavisimost’ SSSR (For the technical-economic independance of the USSR)

Note:
Aviazot was a section of the Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute of Moscow that provided education in mechanics.

Maquette:
Gouache, pencil, and ink on paper
3 1/4 x 5” (8.3 x 12.7 cm), irreg.
Maquette: Pod znamen’em Lenina k postroeniiu beskassovogo obshchestva! (Building the Classless Society Under the Banner of Lenin!), 1932
Cut-and-pasted gelatin silver prints and painted and printed paper with gouache, ink, and pencil on paper
40 3/4 × 27” (103.5 × 68.6 cm)
Formerly Merrill C. Berman Collection, now The Museum of Modern Art, New York (427.2018)

Text:
Vpered, k kommunizmu! (Forward toward Communism!)

text continues...
Poster: Pod znamenem Lenina k postroeniui beskassovogo obshchestva! (Building the Classless Society Under the Banner of Lenin!), 1932
Lithograph
40 3/4 × 27 1/8" (103.5 x 68.9 cm)
Formerly Merill C. Berman Collection, now The Museum of Modern Art, New York (428.2018)

Printed Text (where it differs from maquette):
"Lenin okrityj sovetskomu vlasti, kog posudarstvennuju formu diktatury proletariata, ispol'zovav dla etogo opyt Parizhskoj Kommuny i russkoj revolutsii."—Stalin ("Lenin revealed Soviet power as a governmental form of the dictatorship of the proletariat, using for this the experience of the Paris Commune and the Russian Revolution."—Stalin)

1932 / Dolgorukov
OGIZ-IZOGIZ; 50,000 copies

Note:
The text "Vsiu vlast' sovietam!" is in the old-style Russian orthography and includes an obsolete character. This marks the slogan as dating from the time of the 1917 Revolution, after which a language reform was implemented by the Bolsheviks. The source of the quote at the bottom is Vladimir Lenin, "In Memory of the Commune" (1911).

Exhibited:
Moscow 1933
Moscow 1934, winner of First Prize in competition
London 1934
Sketch: Za Mirovoi Oktiabr’! Proletari vsekh stran soediniates’! (Proletariat of the World, Unite Under the Banner of World October!), 1932
Gouache, ink, and pencil on paper
11 1/8 x 8 1/4" (28.3 x 21 cm)

Artist’s Inscriptions:
[top]
1. Proletari vsekh stran, soediniates’ (Proletariat of all countries, unite!)
2. na bor’bu za SSSR (fight for the USSR)
3. k Leninizmu (toward Leninism)
4. Rota front (Red Front)

Na nemets. angl. izyakakh (in German and English)
Za mirovoi Oktiabr’ (Toward a World October)

[right]
Fashizm (Fascism)
Religia (Religion)
Vooruzhenie (Armament)
Protiv SSSR (Against the USSR)

[left, upside down]
Proletari vsekh stran soediniates’ (Proletariat of all countries, unite!)

[bottom]
Da zdравствует миrowой Октябрь! (Long Live the World October)
1. SSSR—oplot mirovoi revoliutsii (USSR the bulwark of the world revolution)
2. SSSR—otchestvo mirovogo proletariata (USSR—the motherland of the world proletariat)
3. SSSR—udarnaia brigade mirovogo proletariata (USSR—the shock brigade of the world proletariat)
4. Vперед во второй пятилетке построения социализма (Onward toward the construction of socialism during the Second Five Year Plan)

Note:
See final poster on following spread.
Poster: “Za Mirovoi Oktiabr’! Proletarii vsekh stran soediniaites’! (Proletariat of the World, Unite Under the Banner of World October!), 1932
Lithograph
57 1/2 x 39 3/8” (146.1 x 100 cm)

Exhibited:
Moscow 1933, p. 23, no. 286
Madrid 1933

Printed Text (on banners in image, top to bottom):
[German] Jungarbeiter reihen sich in the Antifaschistiche Rote Front ein (Young workers join the anti-fascist Red Front)

[English] Defend the Soviet Union!

SSSR—otechestvo mirovogo proletariata (USSR—the motherland of the world proletariat)

K novym pobedam pod znamem Lenina (Onward toward new victories under Lenin’s banner)

Vpered—za vtoruiu piatiletku postroeniia sotsializma! (Onward—toward the construction of socialism during the Second Five Year Plan)

Da zdravstvuet 1 Maia! (Long Live May 1)
Sketch: [No title], [no date]
Ink and colored pencil on paper
6 3/4 x 7 3/16" (17.1 x 18.3 cm)

**Artist's Inscriptions:**

[top] Lozug / Portrait Lenina (Slogan / Lenin's portrait)

[left] SSSR strоеиствов (USSR construction)

[right, in the rectangle] Ia—za! Deni (I am for it! Deni)

[bright, in red] Stalin...[?] Lenin / Govorit na ves’ mir (Stalin...[?] Lenin / Declares it all over the world)

[bright, right] voruž znamena, zarubezhn. proletariat (red banners are all over, world proletariat)
Small poster: 15 let VUKSM (Vsesoiuznyi Leninski komunisticheskii soiuz molodezhi) (15 Years of Komsomol [The All-Union Leninist Young Communist League]), c. 1933
Lithograph
15 1/2 x 12 1/4" (39.5 x 31.2 cm)

Note:
The Komsomol in its earliest form was established in urban areas in 1918 as a Russian organization known as the Russian Young Communist League, or RKSM. In 1922, with the unification of the USSR, it was reformed into an agency that spanned the new Soviet Union as the youth division of the All-Union Communist Party. Because this work is dedicated to the 15th anniversary of Komsomol, it can be dated to around 1933.

At lower left on this print is a printed signature, followed by ten letters; this may be "N. Dolgorukov," but due to a printing flaw, the lower half is cut off, making it difficult to be certain.
Viktor Deni and Nikolai Dolgorukov  
Poster: *Est’ metro! (The Metro is Here!)*, 1935  
Lithograph and letterpress  
39 x 27 1/2” (99.1 x 69.9 cm)

**Printed Text:**

[left] Da zdravstvuet nash velikiy Stalin (Long live the great Stalin)

[top right] “Net takikh krepostei, kotorykh bolshevikи ne mogli by vzvat’.”—Stalin

(There are no fortresses that the Bolsheviks cannot take.”—Stalin)
Viktor Deni and Nikolai Dolgorukov
Poster: Est’ metro! (The Metro is Here!), 1935
Lithograph on paper
41 x 27 3/4” (104.1 x 70.5 cm)
Formerly Merrill C. Berman Collection

Printed Text:
[top] “Net takikh krepostei, kotorykh bolsheviki ne mogli by vzhat’”—Stalin
(“There are no fortresses that the Bolsheviks cannot take”—Stalin)
[left] Da zdravstvuet nash velikii Stalin (Long live the great Stalin)
Sketch: Volgostroi, c. early 1930s
Color pencil on paper
7 5/8 x 5 5/8” (19.4 x 14.3 cm)

Artist’s Inscriptions:
[top] Volgostroi (Hydroelectric complex)
[right] Obshchaia agitatsionnaia chast’ plakata (General agitation part of the poster)

gidrostantsiya (hydroelectric station)
plotina (dam)
suda (ships)

foto — volzhskii “levitanovskii motiv” (photograph — “motif in the style of Levitan”)

Note:
The Volgostroi hydroelectric complex was a special project of the People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD) of the USSR, which was already engaged in the construction of the Uglich and Rybinsk hydroelectric complexes. Volgostroi was created in accordance with the decree of the Council of People’s Commissars of the USSR and the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist Party of Bolsheviks on September 14, 1935. Its purpose was to provide a deep-water outlet from the Moscow-Volga canal towards the Lower Volga River and the Volga-Baltic water system, across the Shksera River, as well as to use water and energy resources efficiently north of the city of Rybinsk. The main labor force was made up of the prisoners of the Volgolag forced labor camp.

Isaac Ilyich Levitan (1860–1900), whose name is invoked here, was a Russian landscape painter who often depicted the Volga region.
MAQUETTES FOR BOOK AND JOURNAL COVERS
Zinov'evets (Follower of [Grigory] Zinoviev), no. 2 (c. 1926)
Gouache, ink, and gelatin silver print
10 7/8 x 7 11/16" (27.6 x 19.5 cm)

Artist's Inscriptions:
[bottom left] V naturu! (exactly as is)
[verso] Zakaz no. 1147 (Job no. 1147)

Final Journal Cover:

Attributed to Nikolai Dolgorukov
Cover of Zinov'evets (Follower of [Grigory] Zinoviev), no. 2 (1926)
Photolithograph
Private collection
Maquette: Kinopromyshlennost’ (Film industry), c. 1930s
Gouache, ink, pencil, and rotogravure on paper
8 7/8 x 6 1/2” (22.5 x 16.5 cm)
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